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STABLE AND UNSTABLE AIRSTABLE AND UNSTABLE AIR

Stability in  Stability in  

the air the air 

Relates to Relates to 

the the verticalvertical

movements  movements  

of air of air 

parcels’parcels’



BUOYANCYBUOYANCY

The action of the The action of the 

ascending parcel ascending parcel 

depends on its depends on its 

buoyancybuoyancy within within 

the surrounding the surrounding 

atmosphere atmosphere 



HOW BUOYANCY CHANGESHOW BUOYANCY CHANGES

Buoyancy depends on:Buoyancy depends on:

�� How the temperature of the rising How the temperature of the rising 

parcel changes (DALR or SALR)parcel changes (DALR or SALR)

�� how the temperature of the how the temperature of the 

surrounding air  changes (ELR)surrounding air  changes (ELR)



CONDITIONS OF STABILITYCONDITIONS OF STABILITY

�� UNSTABLEUNSTABLE -- the parcel is warmer the parcel is warmer 

than its environmentthan its environment

�� NEUTRALNEUTRAL -- the parcel is the same        the parcel is the same        

temperature as its environmenttemperature as its environment

�� STABLESTABLE -- the parcel is colder than the parcel is colder than 

its environmentits environment



TYPES OF STABILITYTYPES OF STABILITY
�� Absolute Absolute StabilityStability

•• vertical temperature distribution under vertical temperature distribution under 

which both dry and saturated air are stablewhich both dry and saturated air are stable

�� Absolute StabilityAbsolute Stability
•• vertical temperature distribution under vertical temperature distribution under 

which both dry and saturated air are which both dry and saturated air are 

unstableunstable

�� Potential InstabilityPotential Instability

•• stable air becomes unstable due to ascentstable air becomes unstable due to ascent



CONDITIONAL INSTABILITYCONDITIONAL INSTABILITY

•• stable when stable when 

unsaturatedunsaturated

•• unstable unstable 

when  when  

saturatedsaturated



CHANGING STABILITYCHANGING STABILITY



EXAMPLES OF STABILITY EXAMPLES OF STABILITY 

BEING CHANGEDBEING CHANGED

�� Daytime Heating vs. Nighttime Daytime Heating vs. Nighttime 
coolingcooling

�� Cold air advection vs. warm air Cold air advection vs. warm air 

advectionadvection

•• coconsider Gulf of Alaska; Great Lakesnsider Gulf of Alaska; Great Lakes

�� Subsidence InversionSubsidence Inversion



COLD AIR ADVECTIONCOLD AIR ADVECTION



WARM AIR ADVECTIONWARM AIR ADVECTION



UNSTABLE WEATHERUNSTABLE WEATHER



UNSTABLE CONDITIONSUNSTABLE CONDITIONS

�� turbulence turbulence 

�� showery, localized precipitationshowery, localized precipitation

�� thunderstormsthunderstorms



CONVECTIVE CELLSCONVECTIVE CELLS

Note that convection can originate from any Note that convection can originate from any 

level and can be in pockets in stable layerslevel and can be in pockets in stable layers



PYROCUMULUSPYROCUMULUS



FIRENADOFIRENADO

�� Two short videos to watchTwo short videos to watch



STABLE WEATHERSTABLE WEATHER



STABLE CONDITIONSSTABLE CONDITIONS

�� little turbulencelittle turbulence

�� steady, widespread precipitation    steady, widespread precipitation    



MIXED STABILITYMIXED STABILITY



PRESSURE AND WINDPRESSURE AND WIND



ATMOSPHERIC PRESSUREATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

The the force per unit area exerted The the force per unit area exerted 

by the weight of air above that by the weight of air above that 

levellevel



MEASURING PRESSUREMEASURING PRESSURE

�� aneroid barometeraneroid barometer



STATION PRESSURESTATION PRESSURE
The atmospheric pressure as measured at The atmospheric pressure as measured at 

the station elevation.the station elevation.



MEAN SEA LEVEL MEAN SEA LEVEL 

PRESSUREPRESSURE
Station pressure adjusted to ‘Mean Sea Station pressure adjusted to ‘Mean Sea 

Level’  (MSL) to allow comparison with Level’  (MSL) to allow comparison with 

other sites. other sites. 



PRESSURE TENDENCYPRESSURE TENDENCY
�� Pressure tendency is the change in Pressure tendency is the change in 

pressure over a 3pressure over a 3--hour periodhour period

�� PRESFR PRESFR –– pressure falling rapidlypressure falling rapidly

�� PRESRR PRESRR –– pressure rising rapidlypressure rising rapidly



WEATHER MAPSWEATHER MAPS

�� pressure analysis using ‘pressure analysis using ‘isobarsisobars’’

�� pressure systems pressure systems -- patterns in the patterns in the 

pressure field pressure field -- LowLow (cyclones);  (cyclones);  

HighHigh (Anticyclone), (Anticyclone), TroughTrough, , RidgeRidge

ll

NoteNote: pressure systems are labeled : pressure systems are labeled 

relative to  the surrounding pressure relative to  the surrounding pressure 

and not to the value of the central and not to the value of the central 

pressurepressure



PRESSURE SYSTEMSPRESSURE SYSTEMS



PRESSURE GRADIENT PRESSURE GRADIENT 

FORCE (PGF)FORCE (PGF)
�� force that causes the movement of air force that causes the movement of air 

from high pressure to low pressure.from high pressure to low pressure.

�� strength is a direct function of the strength is a direct function of the 

isobar (surface charts) or contour isobar (surface charts) or contour 

(upper charts) spacing.(upper charts) spacing.



PRESSURE GRADIENTPRESSURE GRADIENT



CORIOLIS FORCECORIOLIS FORCE

�� an ‘apparent’ an ‘apparent’ 

force due to the force due to the 

earth’s rotation earth’s rotation 

causes air in causes air in 

motion to deflect motion to deflect 

to the right in to the right in 

the N. the N. 

Hemisphere and Hemisphere and 

to the left in the to the left in the 

S. Hemisphere.S. Hemisphere.



CORIOLIS FORCECORIOLIS FORCE

�� strength of strength of CoriolisCoriolis Force increases Force increases 

with increased air speedwith increased air speed

�� CoriolisCoriolis Force varies from zero at the Force varies from zero at the 

equator to maximum strength at the equator to maximum strength at the 

polespoles



GEOSTROPHIC WINDGEOSTROPHIC WIND



GEOSTROPHIC WINDGEOSTROPHIC WIND

�� resultant wind that occurs when the value resultant wind that occurs when the value 

of the CF balances (is equal and opposite) of the CF balances (is equal and opposite) 

the PGFthe PGF

�� the resulting ‘the resulting ‘GeostrophicGeostrophic Wind’ is steady Wind’ is steady 

and parallel to isobarsand parallel to isobars

�� strength of the strength of the 

‘‘GeostrophicGeostrophic Wind’ is a Wind’ is a 

direct function of the direct function of the 

pressure gradientpressure gradient



LATITUDE EFFECTLATITUDE EFFECT



CURVATURE EFFECTCURVATURE EFFECT

‘‘geostrophicgeostrophic flow’ is straight line flow. In flow’ is straight line flow. In 
curved, curved, 

flow another flow another 

force vector, force vector, 

‘Centrifugal‘Centrifugal

Force’Force’

is introduced.is introduced.



FRICTION EFFECTFRICTION EFFECT

�� friction is a function of the ‘roughness’ friction is a function of the ‘roughness’ 

of the terrain and acts opposite to windof the terrain and acts opposite to wind



FRICTION EFFECTFRICTION EFFECT

�� friction is a function of the ‘roughness’ of the friction is a function of the ‘roughness’ of the 
terrain and acts opposite to windterrain and acts opposite to wind

�� friction is greatest near ground but vertical friction is greatest near ground but vertical 
mixing carries effect aloftmixing carries effect aloft

�� ‘friction layer’ ‘friction layer’ -- surface to 3000 feet or sosurface to 3000 feet or so

�� effect causes wind to cut across the isobars  effect causes wind to cut across the isobars  
‘in’ towards a low and ‘out’ away from a high‘in’ towards a low and ‘out’ away from a high



EFFECT OF FRICTIONEFFECT OF FRICTION

�� average deflections average deflections -- 10 degrees over ocean;          10 degrees over ocean;          

40 degrees over very rough terrain40 degrees over very rough terrain



CONVERGENCE / CONVERGENCE / 

DIVEREGENCEDIVEREGENCE



AIR MASSES AND FRONTSAIR MASSES AND FRONTS



AIR MASSAIR MASS
�� A body of air, usually 1000+ miles A body of air, usually 1000+ miles 

across (1600+ kilometers),  with across (1600+ kilometers),  with 

uniform temperature and moisture uniform temperature and moisture 

characteristics in the characteristics in the horizontalhorizontal..

�� Created by remaining over a Created by remaining over a 

uniform surface, called a source uniform surface, called a source 

region, for a long period of timeregion, for a long period of time

�� Weather can vary horizontally Weather can vary horizontally 

(due to lift, changes in stability, (due to lift, changes in stability, 

etc)etc)



CLASSIFICATION OF AIR CLASSIFICATION OF AIR 

MASSESMASSES

Air masses Air masses -- defined by defined by MOISTURE MOISTURE 
ONTENTONTENT and and TEMPERATURETEMPERATURE

�� moisturemoisture -- dry dry -- ContinentalContinental (c)(c)

-- moist moist -- MaritimeMaritime (m)(m)

�� temperaturetemperature -- cold cold -- ArcticArctic (A)         (A)          

-- intermediate intermediate -- PolarPolar (P)(P)

-- warm warm -- TropicalTropical (T) (T) 



MODIFICATION OF AIR MODIFICATION OF AIR 

MASSESMASSES
Amount of modification depends on:Amount of modification depends on:

�� speed of movementspeed of movement

�� moisture content of region it’s moisture content of region it’s 

moving overmoving over

�� temperature difference between new temperature difference between new 

surface and air mass surface and air mass 

Air masses can change their identity, Air masses can change their identity, 

i.e.  i.e.  cAcA ⇒⇒ mAmA ⇒⇒ mPmP



MAJOR AIR MASS TRACKSMAJOR AIR MASS TRACKS



FRONTSFRONTS



FRONTSFRONTS

A transition zone between two air massesA transition zone between two air masses



FRONTSFRONTS



FRONTSFRONTS



MOVEMENT OF FRONTSMOVEMENT OF FRONTS

�� Movement is dependent on the motion Movement is dependent on the motion 

of the cold air of the cold air perpendicular to the front perpendicular to the front 

onlyonly



COLD FRONTCOLD FRONT

�� Slope: 1Slope: 1--½ degree (1:50)½ degree (1:50)

�� Lift: undercuttingLift: undercutting



WARM FRONTWARM FRONT

�� Slope: ½ degree (1:200)Slope: ½ degree (1:200)

�� Lift: OverrunningLift: Overrunning



QUASISTATIONARY FRONTQUASISTATIONARY FRONT

�� Slope: approx. 1 degree Slope: approx. 1 degree 

(1:125)(1:125)

�� Lift: Mainly overrunningLift: Mainly overrunning



UPPER FRONTSUPPER FRONTS



FRONTAL DISCONTINUITIESFRONTAL DISCONTINUITIES

Fig. C7.2.1 Surface frontal discontinuities.
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WEATHER CHANGES WEATHER CHANGES 

ACROSS FRONTSACROSS FRONTS

Different air masses; different Different air masses; different 

propertiesproperties

�� temperaturetemperature

�� dew pointdew point

�� pressurepressure

�� windwind

�� visibilityvisibility



COLD FRONT PASSAGE COLD FRONT PASSAGE 

(WARM TO COLD)(WARM TO COLD)

�� wind shift wind shift -- southwest to southwest to 

northwestnorthwest

�� temperature temperature -- decreasesdecreases

�� dew point dew point -- decreases decreases 

�� pressure pressure -- rises often rapidlyrises often rapidly

�� visibility visibility -- improvesimproves

�� clouds clouds -- mainly convective mainly convective 



COLD FRONT PASSAGE COLD FRONT PASSAGE 

(WARM TO COLD)(WARM TO COLD)

�� weather tend to be ‘active’weather tend to be ‘active’

�� weather band is narrowweather band is narrow

�� weather varies speed of front, weather varies speed of front, 

amount of moisture and stabilityamount of moisture and stability



WARM FRONT PASSAGE WARM FRONT PASSAGE 

(COLD TO WARM)(COLD TO WARM)

�� wind shift wind shift -- easteast--southeast to southeast to 

southwestsouthwest

�� temperature temperature -- risesrises

�� dew point dew point -- increases increases 

�� pressure pressure -- falls then steadies or falls then steadies or 

rises slowlyrises slowly

�� visibility visibility –– improvement as  improvement as  

precipitation stopsprecipitation stops



WARM FRONTAL PASSAGE WARM FRONTAL PASSAGE 

(COLD TO WARM)(COLD TO WARM)

�� clouds clouds -- layered (possible layered (possible 

embedded convective types)embedded convective types)

�� weather band is broad and gets weather band is broad and gets 

worse as you approach frontworse as you approach front

�� weather varies speed of front, weather varies speed of front, 

amount of moisture and amount of moisture and 

stabilitystability



FRONTOLYSIS and FRONTOLYSIS and 

FRONTOGENESISFRONTOGENESIS

FrontolysisFrontolysis -- the dissipation of frontthe dissipation of front

Occurs when the temperature gradient Occurs when the temperature gradient 

between the two air masses becomes too between the two air masses becomes too 

‘broad’ to identify the front‘broad’ to identify the front

FrontogenesisFrontogenesis -- the formation of frontthe formation of front

Occurs when the temperature gradient Occurs when the temperature gradient 

between the two air masses ‘tightens up’ between the two air masses ‘tightens up’ 

enough to identify the frontenough to identify the front



STABLE WAVESSTABLE WAVES



STABLE WAVESSTABLE WAVES



UNSTABLE WAVES AND UNSTABLE WAVES AND 

OCCLUSIONSOCCLUSIONS



BAROCLINIC LEAFBAROCLINIC LEAF



IN THE BEGINNINGIN THE BEGINNING



FRONTAL WAVE FORMSFRONTAL WAVE FORMS



FRONTAL WAVEFRONTAL WAVE



OCCLUSION BEGINSOCCLUSION BEGINS



OCCLUSIONOCCLUSION



DISSIPATING WAVEDISSIPATING WAVE



DISSIPATING WAVEDISSIPATING WAVE



WEATHER AT A WEATHER AT A 

TROWAL/OCCLUSIONTROWAL/OCCLUSION



ISN’T IT CUTE THE WAY HE ISN’T IT CUTE THE WAY HE 

THINKS WE ARE ACTUALLY THINKS WE ARE ACTUALLY 

LISTENING?LISTENING?


